Angiographic surrogate end points in drug-eluting stent trials: a systematic evaluation based on individual patient data from 11 randomized, controlled trials.
We sought to validate 4 angiographic measures as potential surrogates for clinical restenosis (target lesion revascularization [TLR]) after stent implantation. Given the low revascularization rates with drug-eluting stents (DES), an angiographic surrogate of TLR is desirable to reduce the sample size required to demonstrate efficacy in future trials of antirestenosis devices. We evaluated 4 potential angiographic measures (late loss [LL] and percent diameter stenosis [%DS], both in-stent and in-segment) as a surrogate for TLR at 1 year. From 11 multicenter, prospective randomized stent trials, 9 comparing DES with bare-metal stents (BMS) and 2 comparing different DES, individual data on 5,381 patients with a single treated lesion and follow-up angiography at 6 to 9 months were analyzed. By 4 well-defined criteria of surrogacy, LL and %DS strongly predicted the risk of TLR, with in-segment %DS being the most highly predictive (approximately 0.95). Differences in TLR risk were fully explained statistically by their differences in LL or %DS, although LL as a surrogate was dependent on vessel size whereas %DS was not. However, because of the curvilinearity of the logistic model, trials comparing 2 effective DES can have significant differences in mean LL and %DS but small expected differences in TLR risk, especially at the lower ranges of LL and %DS. From in-stent and in-segment LL and %DS measures, logistic models can reliably estimate TLR rates for DES and BMS. These angiographic measures are thus suitable surrogate markers for clinical stent efficacy and can be used as primary end points in future DES trials to significantly reduce sample size.